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ON EQUIVARIANT CHARACTERISTIC IDEALS OF
REAL CLASSES
by
Thong Nguyen Quang Do
Abstract. — Let p be an odd prime, F/Q an abelian totally real number field,
F∞/F its cyclotomic Zp-extension, G∞ = Gal(F∞/Q), A = Zp[[G∞]]. We give an
explicit description of the equivariant characteristic ideal of H2Iw(F∞,Zp(m)) over
A for all odd m ∈ Z by applying M. Witte’s formulation of an equivariant main
conjecture (or “limit theorem”) due to Burns and Greither. This could shed some
light on Greenberg’s conjecture on the vanishing of the λ-invariant of F∞/F.
0. Introduction
Fix an odd prime p and a Galois extension F/k of totally real number fields,
with group G = Gal(F/k). Let F∞ = ∪
n≥0
Fn the cyclotomic Zp-extension of F ,
Γ = Gal(F∞/K), G∞ = Gal(F∞/k), Λ = Zp[[Γ]], A = Zp[[G∞]]. Take Sf =
Sp ∪ Ram(F/k), S = S∞ ∪ Sf , where S∞ (resp. Sp) is the set of archimedean
primes (resp. primes above p) of k and Ram (F/k) is the set of places of k
which ramify in F/k. By abuse of language, we also denote by S the set of
primes above S in any extension of k. Let GS(Fn) be the Galois group over Fn
of the maximal algebraic S-ramified (i.e. unramified outside S) extension of Fn.
Since p 6= 2, cdp(GS(Fn)) ≤ 2 and since S contains Sp, the continuous coho-
mology groups H iS(Fn,Zp(m)) := H
i(GS(Fn),Zp(m)), m ∈ Z, coincide with the
e´tale cohomology groups H ie´t(OFn [1/S],Zp(m)). We are interested in the A-modules
H iIw,S(F∞,Zp(m)) := lim
←−
cores
H iS(Fn,Zp(m)) (H
i
Iw(. ) for short if there is no ambigu-
ity on S), to which can be attached invariants containing important arithmetical
information.
For instance, if G is abelian and the µ-invariant associated to F∞/F vanishes,
it can be shown that, for any m ≡ 0 (mod 2), the initial A - Fitting ideal of
H2Iw(F∞,Zp(m)) is given by the formula :
FitA
(
H2Iw(F∞,Zp(m)
)
= twm(IG∞. θS) (1)
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where twm denotes the automorphism of the total ring of fractions QA induced
by the mth-Iwasawa twist σ 7→ κmcyc σ−1, κcyc is the cyclotomic character, IG∞ is
the augmentation ideal of Zp[[G∞]] and θS ∈ Q A is the Deligne-Ribet pseudo-
measure associated with G∞ ([NQD05], thms 3.1.2, 3.3.3). Note that for m <
0, we implicitly assume the validity of the mth-twist of Leopoldt’s conjecture; see
proposition 3.2 below.
The identity (1) was shown by using the (abelian) Equivariant Main Conjecture
(EMC for short) of Iwasawa theory in the formulation of Ritter and Weiss ([RW02],
theorem 11). Here “equivariant” means that the Galois action of G is taken into
account. One salient feature of formula (1) is that it allows to prove by descent
the p-part of the Coates-Sinnott conjecture, as well as a weak form of the p-part of
Brumer’s conjecture ([NQD05], thms 4.3, 5.2). On the same subject, let us report
the approach of Burns and Greither ([BG03b], theorems 3.1, 5.1 and corollary 2)
using the Iwasawa theory of complexes initiated by Kato and subsequently extended
by Nekovar in [Nek06]. See also [GP11].
After the recent proof of the non commutative EMC ([Kak10], [RW11]), no
doubt that the above results could be extended to the case where G is non abelian.
But in this article, we are mainly interested in the odd twists, m ≡ 1 (mod 2),
which are not a priori covered by the EMC. Since there are so many “main con-
jectures” floating around, a short explanation is in order. Let us come back to the
classical Main Conjecture, or Wiles’ theorem (WMC for short) and take G = (1)
for simplicity. The Galois group X∞ over F∞ of the maximal abelian (p)-ramified
pro-p-extension of F∞ is a Λ-torsion module because F is totally real, and the
Λ-characteristic series of X∞ is precisely related by the WMC to the Deligne-
Ribet pseudo-measure attached to the maximal pro-p-quotient of GabS (F ) (where
S = S∞ ∪ Sp). If we allow - just for this discussion - the base field F to be a
CM-field, then torΛX∞ = X
+
∞ by the weak Leopoldt conjecture, and it is related by
Spiegelung (reflection theorems) to the “minus part” X−∞ of the Galois group over
F∞ of the maximal abelian unramified pro-p-extension of F∞, so that we know the
Λ-characteristic series of X−∞ in terms of Lp-functions. However our intended study
of odd twists actually concerns the “plus part” X+∞, at least because if ζp ∈ F , then
X ′∞(m − 1) is contained in H2Iw(F∞,Zp(m)) (see propos. 3.2 below), where X ′∞
is obtained from X∞ by adding the condition that all (p)-primes (hence all finite
primes) must be totally split. A related problem is Greenberg’s celebrated conjec-
ture - a “reasonable” generalization of Vandiver’s - which asserts the finiteness of
X+∞ (or equivalently of X
′+
∞ ). Not much is known on the plus parts. Let us recall
some results in the case where k = Q, F is totally real and G is abelian :
– it is well known that the WMC is equivalent to the so-called “Gras type”
equality (because it implies the Gras conjecture) :
charΛ X∞ = charΛ(U∞/C∞) (2)
where U∞ (resp. C∞) denotes the inverse limit (w.r.t. norms) of the p-
completions Un (resp. Cn) of the groups of units (resp. circular units) along
the cyclotomic tower of F . But the right hand side Λ-characteristic series is
3not known. Besides, this Gras type equality comes from the multiplicativity of
charΛ(. ) in the exact sequence of class-field theory relative to inertia :
0→ U∞/C∞ → U∞/C∞ → X∞ → X∞ → 0,
where U∞ is the semi-local analogue of U∞. But when passing from Λ to A, no
straightforward equivariant generalization (of A-characteristic series of modules
and their multiplicativity) is known.
– Galois annihilators of X ′∞ have been explicitly computed in [NQDN11] and
[Sol10], as well as Fitting ideals in the semi-simple case in [NQDN11].
In this context, the main result of this paper will be an explicit equivariant general-
ization of the Gras type equality (2) for all odd twists (see thm 3.8 below).
The proof will proceed in essentially two stages :
– use a “limit theorem” in the style of Burns and Greither ([BG03a], thm 6.1 ;
this is also an EMC, but we don’t call it so for fear of overload), but expressed
in the framework of the Iwasawa theory of perfect torsion complexes as in
[Wit06], to relate the A-determinant of H2Iw(F∞,Zp(m)), m odd, to that of a
suitable quotient of H1Iw(F∞,Zp(m))
– use an axiomatization of a method originally introduced by Kraft and Schoof
for real quadratic fields ([KS95]) to compute explicitly the latter determinant
(which will be actually an A-initial Fitting ideal).
1. Generators and relations, and Fitting ideals
We study in this section an axiomatic method for describing certain (initial)
Fitting ideals by generators and relations. It was first introduced by [KS95] for
quadratic real fields, and subsequently applied by [Sol10] to the cyclotomic field
Q(ζp)+.
1.1. General case. — Since the process is purely algebraic, we can relax here the
assumptions on k and F imposed in the introduction. So F/k will just be a Galois
extension with group G, and the usual Galois picture will be :
F∞
k∞
H
✉
✉
✉
✉
✉
✉
✉
✉
✉
Fn
Γp
n
k∞ ∩ F F
Γn
k
G0=G
✉
✉
✉
✉
✉
✉
✉
✉
✉
✉
✉ Gn
Note that A = Λ[H ] is equal to Λ[G] if and only if k∞∩F = k. Put Rn = Zp[Gn],
Rn,a = Z/pa [Gn].
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Hypothesis : We are given a projective (w.r.t. norms) system of Rn-modules Vn
which are Zp-free of finite type, as well as a projective subsystem Wn ⊂ Vn such
that each Wn is Rn-free of rank 1. In other words, there is a norm coherent system
η = (ηn), ηn ∈ Vn, such that Wn = Rn. ηn for all n ≥ 0. Without any originality, a
pair (Vn,Wn)n≥0 as above will be called admissible.
At the time being, we don’t worry about the existence of such systems (Wn, Vn)n.
Arithmetical examples will be given later in sections 2 and 3.
Goal : denoting by Bn the quotient Vn/Wn, describe the module (t Bn)
∗ (where
t(. ) means Zp-torsion) by generators and relations.
In the sequel, for two left modules X, Y , the Galois action on Hom(X, Y ) will
always be defined by σf(x) = σ(f(σ−1x)). The Pontryagin dual ofX will be denoted
by X∗.
Proposition 1.1. — For any n ≥ 0,
(t Bn)
∗ ≃ Rn/Dn, where Dn = {
∑
σ∈Gn
f(σ−1ηn). σ ; f ∈ Hom (Vn,Zp)} .
Proof. — We follow essentially the argument of [KS95], thm 2.4. For any a ≥ 0,
the snake lemma applied to the pa-th power map yields an exact sequence :
0→ Bn[pa]→Wn/pa → Vn/pa → Bn/pa → 0
(the injectivity on the left is due to the fact that Vn is Zp-free).
Applying the functor HomGn(. , Rn,a), we get another exact sequence of Rn,a-
modules :
→ HomGn
(
Vn, Rn,a
)→ HomGn(Wn, Rn,a)→ HomGn(Bn[pa], Rn,a)→
But Rn,a is a Gorenstein ring, which means that R
∗
n,a is a free Rn,a-module
of rank 1, hence, for any finite Rn,a-module M , the canonical isomorphism
HomRn
(
M,R∗n,a
) ∼→M∗ gives rise to an Rn,a-isomorphism HomRn(M,Rn,a) ∼→M∗,
f 7→ ψ ◦ f , where ψ is a chosen Rn,a-generator Rn,a → Qp/Zp. It follows that the
functor HomRn
(
. , Rn,a
)
is exact and we have
→ HomRn
(
Vn, Rn,a
)→ HomRn(Wa, Rn,a)→ B∗n/pa → 0
Taking lim
←−
a
, we derive an exact sequence :
→ HomRn(Vn, Rn) res−→HomRn(Wn, Rn)→ (tBn)∗ 0 .
But Wn = Rn. ηn, hence an element f ∈ HomRn(Wn, Rn) is determined by the
value f(ηn), i.e. HomRn(Wn, Rn)
∼→Rn, f 7→ f(ηn), and the above exact sequence
becomes : HomRn(Vn, Rn)→ Rn → (tBn)∗ → 0.
In other words, (tBn)
∗ ≃ Rn/{f(ηn) ; f ∈ HomGn(Vn, Rn)}. The classical isomor-
phism HomZp(M,Zp)
∼→HomRn(M,Rn), f 7→ F such that F (m) =
∑
σ∈Gn
f(σ−1m). σ,
∀m ∈M , gives the desired result.
Corollary 1.2. — AnnRn
(
(tBn)
∗
)
= FitRn
(
(tBn)
∗
)
= Dn
5Proof. — The proposition 1.1 shows at the same time that (tBn)
∗ is
Rn-monogeneous, hence its Rn-annihilator and Rn-Fitting ideal coincide, and
that FitRn
(
(tBn)
∗
)
= Dn.
Definition 1.3. — In the sequel, we shall denote by D(F∞) (or D∞ for short) the
projective limit lim
←
Dn w.r.t. norms (the detailed transition maps can be found e.g.
in [Sol10], proposition 1). Of course D∞ depends on the admissible pair (Vn,Wn)n≥0.
The corollary 1.2 shows that AnnA(lim
←
(tBn)
∗) = FitA(lim
←
(tBn)
∗) = D∞.
1.2. A kummerian description. — Let E = F (ζp) and ∆ = Gal (E/F ). Fix
a norm coherent system ζ =
(
ζpn
)
n≥0
of generators of the groups µpn of p
nth roots
of unity. Attach to E∞/E the following objects : Un (resp. U
′
n) = group of units
(resp. (p-units) of En
Un = Un ⊗ Zp , U ′n = U ′n ⊗ Zp
Xn = Galois group over En of the maximal abelian (p)-ramified pro-p-extension of
En. At the level of En, we have the Kummer pairing :
H1
(
GS(En), µpn
)×Xn/pn → µpn, (x, ρ) 7→ (x 1pn )ρ−1 .
Let 〈. , . 〉n : Hom
(
Xn,Z/pn
)×Xn/pn → Z/pn be the pairing defined by (x 1pn )ρ−1=
ξ
〈x,ρ〉n
pn . Take V
E
n to be Un/tors, or U
′
n/tors, or more generally a free Zp-module such
that V En /p
n →֒ Hom (GS(En), µpn). In this subsection, we relax the condition of
Galois freeness on WEn , which we assume only to be monogeneous : W
E
n = Z[Jn]. ηn,
where Jn = Gal(En/k).
Define Dn(E) = {
∑
σ∈Jn
f(σ−1ηn). σ ; f ∈ (Vn/pn)∗} = {
∑
σ∈Jn
〈σ−1. ηn, ρ〉nσ ; ρ ∈
Xn/p
n} = {
∑
σ∈Gn
〈ηn, σ. ρ〉n κ−1cyc(σ)σ ; ρ ∈ Xn/pn} (the second equality comes from the
Kummer pairing just recalled; the third from a functorial property of this pairing).
Recall that Dn(E) := {
∑
σ∈Jn
f(σ−1ηn). σ ; f ∈ Hom(V En ,Zp)}.
Proposition 1.4. — With the pair (V En ,W
E
n )n≥0 chosen as above
D(E∞) := lim
←
Dn(E) = lim
←
Dn(E)
is monogeneous as Zp[[Gal(E∞/Q)]]-module.
Proof. — Since Hom (V En ,Zp) ≃
(
V En ⊗ Qp/Zp
)∗
, the equality lim
←
Dn(E) =
lim
←
Dn(E) is straightforward. Notice next that in the sum
∑
σ∈Jn
〈ηn, σ. ρ〉n κ−1cyc(σ)σ,
the value of the pairing 〈ηn, σ. ρ〉n does not depend on ρ, only on the image of ρ
in the cyclic group Gal
(
En
(
η
1
pn
n
)
/En
)
. Choosing a generator τn of this group, we
see that the sum above is a multiple of
∑
σ∈Jn
〈ηn, σ. τn〉n κ−1cyc(σ)σ. By considering
the extension of E∞ obtained by adjoining all p
n-th roots of all the η′ns and their
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conjugates under the action of Gal (E∞/Q), we get the desired monogeneity
result.
This proposition will be applied at the end of section 2 by cutting out D(E∞) by
characters of Gal(E/F ).
As usually happens, the “new” object D∞ appears afterwards to be not so new.
Some previous occurrences must be recorded :
– for k = Q and E = Q(ζp) and for a special choice of η, D∞ plays an important
role in Ihara’s theory of universal power series for Jacobi sums (see [IKY87]).
In [NQDN11], § 4.1, D∞ is interpreted as a certain module of “p-adic Gauss
sums”, and both [NQDN11] and [Sol10] show that (D∞)# is the A-initial
Fitting ideal of X
′+
∞ , where the sign (. )
# means inverting Galois action.
– in exactly the same setting, D∞ appears on the Galois side of Sharifi’s con-
jecture on the two-variable Lp-function of Mazur-Kitagawa ([Sha11], propos.
6.2). Note that a weak form of this conjecture has been recently proved for all
fields Q(ζpn) by Fukaya and Kato ([FK12]).
– for k totally real and E/k abelian, containing ζp, and for a special choice of
η, (D∞)# is shown in [NQDN11] and [Sol10] to annihilate X ′+∞ . Moreover,
in the semi-simple case (p |/|G|), thms 3.4.2 and 5.3.2 of [NQDN11] assert
that for any odd character ψ of G, the ψ-part ((D∞)#)ψ is isomorphic to the
Fitting ideal of (X ′∞)
ψ∗ , where ψ∗ = ωψ−1 denotes the “mirror” of ψ, ω being
the Teichmu¨ller character.
– for k/Q abelian and F = k(ζp), D∞ appears prominently in the explicit
reciprocity law of Coleman, generalized by Perrin-Riou ([Fla11] § 1.3;
[PR94], thm 4.3.2). Let us just recall the starting point in [PR94] : denoting
⊕
v|p
H1(En,v,Zp(m)) by H1sℓ(En,Zp(m)) and lim←
H1sℓ(En,Zp(m)) by
H1Iw,sℓ(E∞,Zp(m)), Perrin-Riou constructs a “cup-product” at the in-
finite level H1Iw,sℓ(E∞,Zp(1)) × H1Iw,sℓ(E∞,Zp)
∪→(OE ⊗ Zp)[[G∞]] such
that, writing πn for the natural projection (OF ⊗ Zp) [[G∞]]) → Zp[Gn],,
πn(x ∪ y) =
∑
σ∈Gn
(σ−1xn ∪ yn). σ (recall that the cup-product at finite levels
does not commute with corestriction).
2. Semi-simple example
In this section, to illustrate the “Gras type” approach via the WMC, we intend
to study a (particular) semi-simple case, which the reader can skip if pressed for
time. The following hypotheses will be assumed : Let F/Q be a totally real abelian
extension of conductor f , such that p does not divide the order of G = Gal(F/Q).
Let UF (resp. U
′
F ) be the group of units (resp. (p)-units) of F . The group Cyc (F ) of
F is the subgroup of F ∗ generated by −1 and all the elements NQ(ζf )/F∩Q(ζf )(1−ζaf ),
(a, f) = 1. The group CF (resp. C
′
F ) of circular units (resp. circular (p)-units in
Sinnott’s sense is defined as CF = UF ∩ Cyc(F ) (resp. C ′F = U ′F ∩ Cyc(F )). Write
7Un, Cn, etc for UFn , CFn, etc and (. ) for the p-completion. We take Vn = U
′
n (which
is Zp-free of rank [Fn : Q]) and look for candidates for the W ′ns. Since p |/|G|, any
(p)-place of F is totally ramified in F∞. Let us denote by s the number of (p)-places
of F (hence also of F∞). We keep the Galois notations of the beginning of section 1.
Lemma 2.1. — For any n ≥ 1, the Zp[Gn]-module C ′n is free (necessarily of rank
1) if and only if s = 1.
Proof. — Let us first consider only the Λ-module structure. The cohomology groups
H i(Γn, C
′
n) are computed in general in [NQDL06]. In our situation, C
′
n is Γn-
cohomologically trivial if and only if s = 1 ([NQDL06], propos. 2.8). Since Γn
is a p-group, Zp[Γn] is a local algebra, and for a Zp[Γn]-module without torsion,
cohomological triviality is equivalent to Zp[Γn]-freeness. To pass from Γn to Gn, just
notice that H i(Gn, C
′
n)
∆ res≃H i(Γn, C ′n) because p |/|∆|, hence s = 1 if and only if C
′
n
is Zp[Gn]-projective (of Zp-rank equal to |Gn|). By decomposing C ′n into χ-parts,
C
′
n = ⊕
χ∈Ĝ
(C
′
n)
χ, we see that s = 1 if and only if each (C
′
n)
χ is free over the local
algebra Zp[χ][Γn], if and only if C
′
n is Zp[Gn]-free (necessarily of rank 1).
Summarizing, if s = 1, one can take Vn = U
′
n, Wn = C
′
n in order to apply
proposition 1.1 to tBn = Bn = U
′
n/C
′
n. Note that in the semi-simple case with
s = 1, U
′
n/C
′
n ≃ Un/Cn for any n ≥ 1 ([NQDL06], lemma 2.7) and also X ′∞ ≃ X∞
in the notations of the introduction ([NQDL06], lemma 1.5). Recall that X∞ (resp.
X ′∞) is the unramified (resp. totally split at all finite places) Iwasawa module above
F∞. We can now determine the A-Fitting ideal of X∞ in our particular case :
Proposition 2.2. — Let F/Q be a totally real abelian extension, such that p |/|G|
and s = 1. Then D(F∞)# = FitA(X∞), where (. )# means inverting the Galois
action.
This is a particular case (s = 1) of thm 5.3.2 of [NQDN11]. Typical examples
are F = Q(ζp)+, or F = Q(
√
d), d a square free positive integer such that
(
d
p
)
6= 1.
Proof. — Since Bn = Un/Cn is finite, proposition 1.1 shows that D(F∞) = D∞ =
FitA
(
lim
←
(B∗n)
)
. It remains to describe lim
←
(B∗n). Denote U∞ = lim
←
Un, C∞ = lim
←
Cn,
Y∞ = U∞/C∞, X
0
∞ = the maximal finite submodule of X∞. With s = 1, we have
the following codescent exact sequences ([NQDL06], proposition 4.7) :
0 −→ (Y∞)Γn −→ Bn −→ (X0∞)Γn −→ 0 .
Taking duals and lim
←
we get an exact sequence of A-modules :
0 −→ (X0∞)∗ −→ lim
←
(B∗n) −→ α(Y∞) −→ 0, where α(. ) denotes the Iwasawa
adjoint (with additional action by G). In particular, (X0∞)
∗ = (lim
←
B∗n)
0. Let us
take Fitting ideals in this exact sequence. A well known lemma (generally at-
tributed to Cornacchia ; see e.g. [NQDN11], lemma 3.4.2) states that for any
torsion Λ[χ]-module M , FittΛ[χ](M) = FitΛ[χ](M
0). charΛ[χ](M) where charΛ[χ](. )
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denotes the characteristic ideal. In the semi-simple situation, we can put the χ-
parts together to get : FitA(lim
←
B∗n) = FitA(X
0
∞). charA(α(Y∞)) (with an obvi-
ous definition of charA(. ) here). Let (M)
# be the module M with inverted Ga-
lois action. It is classically known that α(M) is pseudo-isomorphic to (M)#, and
that FitA(M
∗) = FitA(M)
# since the p-Sylow subgroups of the G′n’s are cyclic
([MW], appendix). Hence D∞ = FitA(lim
←
B∗n) = FitA(X
0
∞)
#.
#
charA(Y∞). As
charA(Y∞) = charA(X∞) in the “Gras type” formulation of the WMC, we get :
(D∞)# = FitA(X0∞). charA(X∞) = FitA(X∞).
Remarks :
1. In spite of the presence of the algebra A, proposition 2.2 is not a genuine equiv-
ariant result. In particular, the definition of the characteristic ideal charA(. )
cannot be generalized to the non semi-simple case.
2. The ideal D(F∞) can easily be explicited in kummerian terms using § 1.2. It
suffices to start from the base field E = F (ζp) and then use (co) descent from
E to F, or from E∞ to F∞, which works smoothly because p does not divide
[E : F ].
3. It is well known that U
′
∞ = H
1
Iw,Sp(F∞,Zp(1)) in full generality. In the situation
of proposition 2.2, we have also X∞ = X
′
∞ = H
2
Iw,Sp
(F∞,Zp(1)) (for details, see
proposition 3.2 below). We can also consider the modules H2Iw,Sp(F∞,Zp(m)),
m odd, as in the introduction and describe explicitly their A-Fitting ideals by
taking Tate twists above E∞, and then doing (co)descent as in 2) (for details,
§ 3.4.3 below).
3. Equivariant study of the non semi-simple case
In this case, as we noticed before, two major difficulties are encountered right from
the start : the notion of characteristic ideals of torsion modules (with appropriate
multiplicative properties) is no longer available ; neither is the “Gras type” formu-
lation of the WMC. The solution to both problems will come from the equivariant
Iwasawa theory of complexes. Among many existing formulations, that of M. Witte
([Wit06]) seems the best suited to our purpose. Let us recall the minimal amount
of definitions and results that we need, referring to [Wit06] for further details or
greater generality.
3.1. Perfect torsion complexes and characteristic ideals. — (see [Wit06],
§ 1) Let R be a commutative noetherian ring and Q(R) its total ring of fractions. A
complex C · of R-modules is called a torsion complex if Q(R)⊗
R
C · is acyclic; perfect if
C · is quasi-isomorphic to a bounded complex of projective R-modules. To a perfect
complex C · one can attach its Knudsen-Mumford determinant, denoted detRC
·. If
moreover C · is torsion, the natural isomorphism Q(R) ≃ Q(R)⊗
R
detR C
· allows
to see detRC
· as an invertible fractional ideal of R. Recall that these invertible
9fractional ideals form a group J (R), which is isomorphic to Q(R)∗/R∗ if the ring R
is semi-local.
Definition 3.1. — The characteristic ideal of a perfect torsion complex C · is
charR(C
·) = (detRC
·)−1 ∈ J (R).
Examples : If R is a noetherian and normal domain and M is a torsion module
which is perfect (considered as a complex concentrated in degree 0), i.e. of finite
projective dimension, then charR(M) coincides with the “content” ofM in the sense
of Bourbaki. If R = Λ = Zp[[T ]], then charΛ(M) is the usual characteristic ideal.
This justifies the name of equivariant characteristic ideal for charA(M).
Many functorial properties of charR(. ) are gathered in [Wit06], proposition 1.5.
We are particularly interested in the following :
If C · is a perfect torsion complex of R-modules such that cohomology modules of
C · are themselves perfect, then charR(C
·) =
∏
n∈Z
(charRH
nC ·)(−1)
n
.
3.2. Iwasawa cohomology complexes. — For the rest of the paper, unless
otherwise specified, F/Q will be an abelian number field (not necessarily totally
real). With the notations and conventions of the beginning section 1, let us extract
from [Wit06], § 3 some perfect complexes and cohomology modules for our use (the
situation in [Wit06] is more general) :
The Iwasawa complex of Zp(m) relative to S is the cochain complex of continuous
e´tale cohomology RΓIw(F∞,Zp(m)) as constructed by U. Jannsen. This is a perfect
A-complex whose cohomology modules are H iIw(F∞,Zp(m)) = H
i
Iw,S(F∞,Zp(m)) =
lim
←
cores
H iS(Fn,Zp(m)) for i = 1, 2, zero otherwise.
Let us gather in an overall proposition many known properties of these cohomology
groups. Our main reference will be [KNQDF96], sections 1 and 2 (in which S = Sp,
but the proofs remain valid for any finite set S containing Sp). Let us fix again some
notations :
E = F (ζp), E∞ = F (ζp∞ =, Γ
× = Gal (E∞/F )
r1 (resp. r2) = number of real (resp. complex) places of F
US(E) = US(E)⊗ Zp = the p-adic completion of the S-units of E
US(E∞) = lim
←
US(En) w.r.t. norms, X
′(E∞) = the totally split Iwasawa module
above E∞.
Proposition 3.2. —
(i) For any m ∈ Z, rankZp H1S(F,Zp(m)) = dm+ δm, where dm = r1+ r2 (resp. r2)
if m is odd (resp. even), and δm = rankZp(X
′(E∞)(m− 1)Γ×).
(ii) For any m ∈ Z, m 6= 0, torZpH1S(F,Zp(m)) = H0S(F,Qp/Zp(m)). In particular,
if m is odd and F totally real, H1S(F,Zp(m)) is Zp-free.
(iii) For any m ∈ Z, m 6= 1, there is a natural codescent exact sequence :
0→ (US(E∞)(m−1)/Λ-tors)Γ×→ H1S(F,Zp(m))/Zp-tors→ X ′(E∞)(m−1)Γ× → 0
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(iv) For any m ∈ Z, m 6= 1, the Poitou-Tate sequence for H2S can be written
as : 0 → X ′(E∞)(m − 1)Γ× → H2S(F,Zp(m)) → ⊕
v∈Sf
H2(Fv,Zp(m)) ≃
⊕
v∈Sf
H0(Fv,Qp/Zp (1−m))∗ → H0S(F,Qp/Zp(1−m))∗ → 0
For m = 1, the leftmost term must be replaced by AS(F ), the p-part of the
Sf -class group of F.
Remark : It is conjectured that X ′(E∞)(m − 1)Γ× is finite (i.e. δm = 0) for
all m ∈ Z (see e.g. [KNQDF96], p. 637). These are the so-called mth-twists of
Leopoldt’s conjecture. The case m = 0 (resp. 1) corresponds to Leopoldt’s (resp.
Gross’) conjecture. For m ≥ 2, δm = 0 because K2m−2OF is finite. Recall that we
implicitly suppose that δm = 0 for all m ∈ Z.
At the infinite level, we have the following
Lemma 3.3. — The A-modules H iIw(F∞,Zp(m)), i = 1, 2, are perfect.
Proof. — Let Q∞ be the cyclotomic Zp-extension of Q and Λ = Zp[[Gal (Q∞/Q)]].
Since Λ is a regular noetherian ring, every Λ-noetherian module is perfect. For the
cohomology modules over A, we just have to use the following quasi-isomorphism
established e.g. by [FK06, Nek06] etc. : the natural ring homomorphism Λ → A
induces a quasi-isomorphism A⊗
Λ
R ΓIw(Q∞,Zp(m)) ≃ R ΓIw(F∞,Zp(m)).
3.3. The limit theorem. — As we explained in the introduction, the “limit
theorem” of Burns and Greither ([BG03a], thm 6.1) is actually an EMC, expressed
in the language of the Iwasawa theory of complexes, which encapsulates equivariant
generalizations of both the WMC (for the minus part of X∞) and its formulation
“a` la Gras” (for the plus part). It is ultimately derived from the WMC, but only
after some hard work. We recall here its presentation by M. Witte (only for the
characters κmcyc; the characters in [Wit06] are more general). Our main reference
will be [Wit06], sections 6 and 7. The “limit theorem” will relate a “zeta-element”
and a “special cyclotomic element” constructed as follows :
Let f = N pd, p |/N , the conductor of F . Introduce L∞ = Q(ζNp∞) ⊃ F∞. At the
nth-levels, define the Stickelberg elements :
Stickn =
∑
0<a<fpn
(a,fp)=1
( a
fpn
− 1
2
)( ∏
ℓ prime
Frob
−vℓ(a)
ℓ
)
∈ Qp[Gal (Ln/Q)] ,
and at the infinite level : Stick∞ = lim
←
Stickn ∈ Q
(
Zp[[Gal(L∞/Q)]]
)
.
Denote by pr± the projectors onto the (±1)-eigenspaces of complex conju-
gation and define the zeta-element LS(F∞, κ1−mcyc ) as the image by the natural
map QZp[[(Gal(L∞/Q))]] −→ QA = QZp[[G∞]] of the element Twm−1(pr+ −
pr−Stick∞), where Twa is the Tate twist induced by σ 7→ κacyc(σ). σ.
Example : ([Wit06], proposition 6.3) Let F∞ = Q∞ and S = Sp and write ω for
the Teichmu¨ller character. Then the image by the natural map QZp[[Γ]] → Qp of
LS(Q∞, κ1−mcyc ) is Lp(1 − m,ωm. rec−1), where rec : Gal (Q(ζN)/Q → (Z/NZ)∗ is
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the isomorphism induced by Frob−1ℓ 7→ ℓ, and Lp(. ) is the Kubota-Leopoldt p-adic
L-function.
Define now the special cyclotomic element η(F∞, κ
m
cyc) as the image by the
composite mapH1Iw(L∞,Zp(1)) = US(L∞)
Twm−1−→ H1Iw(L∞,Zp(m)) = US(L∞)(m−1)
nat−→H1Iw(F∞,Zp(m)) of the element pr+((1 − ζNpn)n≥0). The element η(F∞, κmcyc)
allows to modify the Iwasawa complex RΓIw(F∞,Zp(m)) to get a perfect tor-
sion complex. Precisely, there exists a unique morphism Aη(F∞, κmcyc)[−1] →
RΓIw(F∞,Zp(m)) in the derived category which induces the natural inclusion
on cohomology, hence a unique (up to quasi-isomorphism) complex denoted by
RΓIw/η(F∞, κ
m
cyc) which takes place in the following distinguished triangle
Aη(F∞, κmcyc)[−1]→ R ΓIw(F∞,Zp(m))→ RΓIw/η(F∞, κmcyc) .
Lemma 3.4. — ([Wit06], lemma 7.2)
(i) RΓIw/η(F∞, κ
m
cyc) is a perfect torsion complex of A-modules
(ii) If F∞ is totally real and m is odd, then Aη(F∞, κmcyc is a free A-module of rank
1.
We can now state the “limit theorem” ([BG03a], theroem 6.1; [Wit06], theorem
7.4).
Theorem 3.5. — For an abelian number field F/Q, with S = S∞∪Sp∪Ram(F/Q),
for any m ∈ Z :
(i) At any prime P of codimension 1 of A, containing p, the localized complex(
RΓIw/η(F∞, κ
m
cyc)
)
P
is acyclic (“vanishing of the µ-invariant”).
(ii) LS(F∞, κ1−mcyc ) generates the A-characteristic ideal of RΓIw/η(F∞, κmcyc).
To stress the difference between the (equivariant) limit theorem above and re-
sults obtained character by character (such as in [HK03]), let us cite the following
comparison lemma ([Wit06], lemma 7.6) :
Lemma 3.6. — Suppose for simplification that F is linearly disjoint from Q∞ and
p2 ∤ f . Let φ : Ω = Op[[G∞]] → Ω˜ = Π
χ∈Ĝ
Op[[Gal (Q∞/Q)]] be the normalisation
of Ω in QΩ, where Op is the ring obtained from Zp by adding all the values of all
the characters of G. Then
charΩ˜
(
Lφ∗ R ΓIw/η(F∞,Op(m)) = LS(F∞, κ1−mcyc
)
. Ω˜
3.4. The determinant of H2Iw(F∞,Zp(m)). — From now on, F∞ is totally real
and m ∈ Z is odd. For m < 0, we assume implicitly the validity of the “twisted”
Leopoldt conjectures (for m > 1, this is a theorem, see proposition 3.2(i)). To state
and prove our main result, we shall proceed in several steps.
Because the cohomology A-modules H iIw(. ) are perfect (lemma 3.3), it follows
from thm. 3.5(ii) and lemma 3.3 that
charA
(
H1Iw(F∞,Zp(m))/Aη(F∞, κ
m
cyc)
)−1
. charAH
2
Iw(F∞,Zp(m)) = (LS(F∞, κ1−mcyc )
)
= (1) ,
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so that it remains only to determine the first equivariant characteristic series, ap-
pealing to the algebraic results of section 1.
3.4.1. — The point is to choose the admissible pair (Vn,Wn)n≥0 attached to F∞/F.
Fix an odd interger m 6= 1 and for any n ≥ 0, write η(m)n for the image of η(F∞, κmcyc)
by the natural map H1Iw(F∞,Zp(m)) → H1S(Fn,Zp(m)). Then η(m)n is Zp[Gn]-free :
this comes from lemma 3.4 (ii) and the codescent exact sequence of propos. 3.2
(i); for a direct argument, see [BB12], thm. 3.4. Note that highly non trivial
ingredients are needed for both proofs : Bloch-Kato’s reciprocity law for the first,
twisted Leopoldt’s conjecture for the second. We shall take Vn = H
1
S(Fn,Zp(m))
and Wn = Zp[Gn]. η
(m)
n . Adding a superscript (. )(m) to the notations of section 1,
let D(m)(F∞) = FitA (lim
←
B∗n), which we must relate to the desired A-determinant.
Remark : The reason for choosing a twist m 6= 1 is that codescent on S-
units (corresponding to m = 1) is notoriously not smooth, especially in case of
p-decomposition. We shall reintegrate m = 1 in thm. 3.8 by using a “twisting
trick”.
Since the p-Sylow subgroups of the Gn’s are no longer necessarily cyclic, the argu-
ment on Fitting ideals used in the semi-simple case (proposition 2.2) no longer works.
We must consequently change the definition of Vn = H
1
S(Fn,Zp(m)), replacing it
by V ′n = image of
(
H1Iw(F∞,Zp(m)) → H1S(Fn,Zp(m))
)
. We don’t change Wn =
Zp[Gn]. η
(m)
n and we define B′n = V
′
n/Wn. By proposition 3.2 (iii), lim
←
V ′n = lim
←
Vn =
H1Iw(F∞,Zp(m)), hence lim
←
B′n = lim
←
Bn := B∞ = H
1
Iw(F∞,Zp(m))/Aη(F∞, κ
m
cyc),
whereas lim
←
B
′∗
n = α(lim
←
B′n) = α(B∞), α(. ) denoting the Iwasawa adjoint, with
additional action by H = Gal(F∞/k∞). Note that this adjoint module is naturally
isomorphic to ExtA(B∞,A) (see e.g. [NQD05], § 3) over A. Over Λ, we know that
α(B∞) and (B∞)
# are pseudo-isomorphic, hence the existence of an exact sequence
(non canonical) of Λ-modules 0 → α(B∞) → (B∞)# → Φ → 0, where Φ is a finite
abelian p-group. Since H acts on the first two terms, it also acts on the third, i.e.
the above sequence is indeed exact over A.
3.4.2. — Since lim
←
V ′n = lim
←
Vn, the same reasoning exactly as in proposition 1.1
shows that FitA(lim
←
B
′∗
n ) = FitA(α(B∞)) = D(m)(F∞) (the same D(m)(F∞) as be-
fore). In particular, this Fitting ideal is monogeneous according to proposition 1.3
and an obvious descent from E∞ = F∞(µp∞) to F∞. It remains to compare the two
monogeneous ideals I = FitA(α(B∞)) and J = charA(B∞)
# by using localization :
Lemma 3.7. — ([BG03a], lemma 6.1) Let R be a Cohen-Macaulay ring of dimen-
sion 2 and let I, J be two invertible fractional ideals of R. Then I = J if and only
if IP = JP for all height one prime ideals P of R.
Cutting out if necessary by the characters of the non-p-part of H, we can suppose
that our ring A is like in lemma 3.7 and proceed to localization :
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- at a height one prime P not containing p, AP is a discrete valuation ring in which
p is invertible. It follows that Fit (. ) and det (. )−1 coincide over AP , and ΦP = (0),
hence IP = JP .
- at the unique height one prime P of A containing p, the vanishing of the µ-
invariant (thm 3.5 (i)) means that (B∞)
#
P vanishes, hence also α(B∞)P .
We have thus shown that charA(B∞)
# = FitA(α(B∞)) = D(m)(F∞). We can now
state and prove our main result :
Theorem 3.8. — Let F/Q be a totally real abelian number field, E = F (ζp), A =
Zp[[Gal(F∞/Q)]], B = Zp[[Gal(E∞/Q)]]. Then, for any odd m ∈ Z, we have :
(i) charB(H
2
Iw(E∞,Zp(m)) = D(1)(E∞)#(m− 1) = twm−1D(1)(E∞), where twm−1
is the Iwasawa twist induced by σ 7→ κm−1cyc (σ)σ−1.
(ii) charA(H
2
Iw(F∞,Zp(m)) = (em−1D(1)(E∞))#, where em−1 is the idempotent of
∆ associated to the power ωm−1 of a generator ω of ∆̂.
Proof. — For any odd m 6= 1, we have just seen that
char
A
(H2Iw(F∞,Zp(m)))
# = D(m)(F∞) = νD(m)(E∞) ,
where ν denotes the norm map of ∆. But D(m)(E∞) = D(1)(E∞)(m − 1), so that
νD(m)(E∞) = em−1D(1)(E∞), because ∆ is of order prime to p. Besides, denoting by
π the natural projection B→ A, we know that L π∗R ΓIw(E∞,Zp(m)) is naturally
quasi-isomorphic to R ΓIw(F∞,Zp(m)) ([Wit06], propos. 3.6 (ii)). Hence, by def-
inition of the determinant, charA(H
2
Iw(F∞,Zp(m)) = ν (charBH
2
Iw(E∞,Zp(m))) =
em−1(charBH
2
Iw(E∞,Zp(1))). Since the idempotent em−1 depends only on the residue
class of (m−1) mod (p−1), we can conclude that the latter equality is valid for all odd
m ∈ Z, so that charBH2Iw(E∞,Zp(1)) = D(1)(E∞)#, and charBH2Iw(E∞,Zp(m)) =
D(1)(E∞)#(m− 1) = twm−1D(1)(E∞).
Note that in the semi-simple case, thm. 3.8 above contains thm. 5.3.2 of
[NQDN11].
3.5. The Fitting ideal of H2Iw(F∞,Zp(m)). — The next natural step would
be to perform (co)descent on thm. 3.8. Because c dpGS(F ) ≤ 2, the map
H2Iw(F∞,Zp(m))Γpn → H2S(Fn,Zp(m)) is an isomorphism, but the latter module
needs no longer to be perfect (or, equivalently, cohomologically trivial) over Zp[Gn].
Actually, in the exact sequence of propos. 3.2 (iv), our knowledge of the cohomol-
ogy of the codescent module X ′(E∞)(m − 1)Γ×pn is . . . less than perfect. A way
to turn the difficulty would be to replace determinants by Fitting ideals, which
are compatible with codescent. But for this we need an equivariant analogue of
Cornacchia’s lemma which was used in the proof of proposition 2.2. To this end,
we would like to add a technical condition which the reader would rightly find too
brutal if it were imposed ex abrupto without any explanation. Hence the following
preliminaries :
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3.5.1. — Let us recall briefly the whereabouts of Cornacchia’s lemma : for a
noetherian Λ-module M , denote by M0 its maximal finite submodule and write
M˜ = M/M0. Since the global projective dimension of Λ is equal to 2, pdΛ M˜ ≤ 1
because M˜0 = (0) (Auslander-Buchsbaum), hence FitΛ(M) = FitΛ(M
0).FitΛ(M˜).
If moreover M is Λ-torsion, FitΛ(M˜) = charΛ(M˜) = charΛ(M). The difficulty when
passing from Λ to A is that the Auslander-Buchbaum result is no longer available.
We shall use instead a weak substitute due to Greither. Recall that A = Λ[H ],
where H = Gal (F∞/k∞).
Lemma 3.9. — ([Gre00], propos. 2.4) If an A-noetherian torsion module N is co-
homologically trivial over H and has no non-trivial finite submodule, then pdA(N) ≤
1.
In the sequel, we shall work over E∞ = F (ζp∞), fix an odd m ∈ Z, m 6= 1, and
consider the module M := H2Iw(E∞,Zp(m)). According to proposition 3.2 and after
taking lim
←−
with respect to corestriction maps, we have an exact sequence :
0→ X ′(E∞)(m− 1)→M → Wm(E∞)→ 0, where Wm(E∞) is defined tautolog-
ically and will be given an explicit description below. This shows in particular that
M0 = X ′(E∞)
0(m − 1). We want to get hold of M˜ = M/M0. Applying the snake
lemma to the commutative diagram :
0 // X ′(E∞)(m− 1)0 // _

M // M˜

// 0
0 // X ′(E∞)(m− 1) // M // Wm(E∞) // 0 ,
we get an exact sequence 0→ X˜ ′(E∞)(m−1)→ M˜ →Wm(E∞)→ 0. We intend to
apply Greither’s lemma to the rightmost moduleWm(E∞), which is the inverse limit
of the kernels Wm(En) = Ker
(
⊕
v∈Sf
H2(En,v,Zp(m)) ≃ ⊕
v∈Sf
H0(En,v,Qp/Zp(1 −
m))∗ → H0(En,Qp/Zp(1 − m))∗
)
. The limit of the semi-local modules is
⊕
v∈Sf
H2Iw(E∞,v,Zp(m)), which is perfect (for the same reason as in lemma 3.3),
hence H-cohomologically trivial. As for the limit of the global H0(. )∗’s, note that
the transition maps reduce to pa-power maps between twisted roots of unity; since
H i(H, lim
←
) = lim
←
H i(H, . ) and H is finite, we readily get the H-cohomological
triviality of the limit.
Summarizing, lemma 3.9 applies and Wm(E∞) has projective dimension ≤ 1. Go-
ing down to F∞, we get an exact sequence 0→ em−1X˜ ′(E∞)→ H2Iw(F∞,Zp(m))→
Wm(F∞) → 0, with pdAWm(F∞) ≤ 1. Since m is odd, the leftmost module lives in
the “plus” part. Let E
(m−1)
∞ be the subfield of E∞ cut out by the character ω
m−1
(notations of thm 3.8).
Assume Greenberg’s conjecture for E
(m−1)
∞ /E(m−1), which is equivalent to the van-
ishing of em−1X˜ ′(E∞) and yields an exact sequence :
0→ em−1X ′(E∞)0 → H2Iw(F∞,Zp(m))→Wm(F∞) = ˜H2Iw(F∞,Zp(m))→ 0 (3)
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Since pdAWm(F∞) ≤ 1, the Fitting ideal behaves multiplicatively and we
have : FitAH
2
Iw(F∞,Zp(m)) = FitA
(
em−1X
′(E∞)
0
)
.FitAWm(F∞). Moreover,
FitAWm(F∞) = charAWm(F∞) = charA ˜H2Iw(F∞,Zp(m)) = charAH
2
Iw(F∞,Zp(m))
(the last equality is obtained by the already used localization argument). Finally :
Theorem 3.10. — For any odd m ∈ Z, m 6= 1, assume Greenberg’s conjecture for
E
(m−1)
∞ /E(m−1). Then :
(i) At infinite level,
FitAH
2
Iw(F∞,Zp(m)) = FitA(em−1X
′(E∞)
0). (em−1D(1)(E∞))# .
(ii) At any finite level n ≥ 0,
FitZp[Gn]H
2
S(Fn,Zp(m)) = FitZp[Gn] (em−1X
′(E∞)
0)Γpn . (em−1Dn(E))# .
Remark : The perfectness of the two last terms in the exact sequence (3) implies
that of the first term, hence the existence of charA(em−1X
′(E∞)
0). But the usual
localization argument shows that this ideal is (1), and we recover a particular case
of thm. 3.8 (ii).
3.5.2. — Recall that the module Dn(E) was defined in § 1.2 and its quotient mod pn
was described explicitly in kummerian terms. The interest of thm. 3.10 (ii) lies
in its comparison with already known results on refinements (for m odd) of the
Coates-Sinnott conjecture on Galois annihilators of the modules H2S(Fn,Zp(m)) ≃
K2m−2(OFn[1/S])⊗Zp (by Quillen-Lichtenbaum’s conjecture, now a theorem). Note
that for m odd, the usual formulation of Coates-Sinnott gives no information other
than “zero kills everybody”. A refined conjecture was formulated by [Sna06] (resp.
[Nic11]) in terms of leading terms (rather than values) of Artin L-functions at
negative integers for abelian (resp. general) Galois extensions of number fields, and
shown to be a consequence of the equivariant Tamagawa number conjecture (ETNC)
for the Tate motives attached to these extensions. Let us return to the situation of
the introduction, where F/k is an abelian extension with group G, k is totally real
and F is CM . We need to recall quickly the construction of a “canonical fractional
ideal” by Snaith and Nickel. We follow the presentation of [Nic11], adapting it to
our situation :
- for the algebraic part, fix m ≥ 2 and let H1−m(F ) = ⊕
S∞
(2πi)m−1Z, with action
of complex conjugation (diagonally on S∞ and on (2πi)
m−1). The Borel regulator
ρ1−m : K2m−1(OF )⊗Q→H+1−m(F ⊗R) yields the existence of a Q[G]-isomorphism
φ1−m : H1−m(F )+ ⊗ Q ∼→K2m−1(OF ) ⊗ Q. This allows, by applying the Quillen-
Lichtenbaum conjecture (now a theorem), to construct a G-equivariant embedding
(we fix m and drop the index) φ : H1−m(F )+⊗Zp →֒ H1S(F,Zp(m)) (note that this
H1S(. ) does not depend on S ⊃ Sp, by a result of Soule´). The algebraic part of the
canonical ideal will be FitZp[G]((coker φ)
∗).
- for the analytic part, consider the ring R(G) of virtual characters of G with
values in Q and let L be a finite Galois extension of Q such that each representation
of G can be realized over L; let also Vχ be an L[G]-module with character χ. We
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can form regulator maps :
Rφ1−m : R(G) −→ C∗
χ 7→ det
(
ρ1−m. φ1−m | HomG(V∨
χ
,H+1−m(F )⊗ C
)
(where
∨
χ denotes the contragredient character).
Define then a function ASφ1−m : R(G)→ C∗, χ 7→ Rφ1−m(χ)/L∗S(1−m,χ), where
LS(s, χ) is the S-truncated Artin L-function and L
∗
S(1 −m,χ) is the leading term
of this function at (1−m). Gross’ higher analogue of Stark’s conjecture states that
ASφ1−m(χσ) = ASφ1−m(χ)σ for all σ ∈ Aut (C). Assuming this conjecture and choosing
an identification C ≃ Cp, we can now define the “p-adic canonical ideal” (we drop
the index in φ1−m).
Definition 3.11. — KS1−m(p) = (FitZp[G]
(
coker φ)∗. (ASφ)−1
)
)#.
NB : this is actually an “intermediate” ideal on the construction of Snaith-Nickel,
but it is all we need.
Theorem 3.12. — ([Sna06, Nic11]) Suppose that Gross’ conjecture, and also the
ETNC for the pair (Q(1−m)F ,Z[12 ][G]), m ≥ 2, hold for the abelian extension F/k,
where k is totally real and F is CM . Then FitZp[G]H
2
S(F,Zp(m)) = K
S
1−m(p).
Proof. — See [Nic11], end of the proof of thm 4.1, as well as remark, p. 14.
Remarks and prospective :
1. For even m ≥ 2, further calculations show that thm 3.12 contains the p-part of
the usual Coates-Sinnott conjecture.
2. If k = Q, Gross’ conjecture and the ETNC hold true, and thm 3.12 becomes
unconditional. Its comparison with thm 3.10 could give an analytic meaning
to the parasite modules (em−1X
′(E∞)
0)Γpn . “Numerical” information could
also be obtained by computing the orders of the groups K2n−2(OFn)⊗ Zp. For
example, in the semi-simple case, where Γn intervenes in place of Gn, this order
was computed by [Mar] on terms of values of Lp-functions at positive integers.
3. Instead of leading terms of Artin L-functions, one could also appeal to deriva-
tives as in [BdJG12]. A natural (but resting only on thin air) query would
be : is there any conceptual link with thm 3.8, knowing that Dn(E) can be
interpreted as a module of “p-adic Gauss sums” ([NQDN11], § 4.1) ?
4. A natural expectation would be the extension of thm 3.8 to the relative abelian
case (k 6= Q). But then a serious obstacle is the absence of special elements (at
least non conjecturally). Partial progress has been made by [Nic], starting from
the idea of replacing special elements by Lp-functions over k; this is a natural
idea since, when k = Q, special elements and Lp-functions are “equivalent” by
Coleman’s theory.
5. Finally, one would of course wish to deal with the non abelian case, in view of
the non commutative EMC recently proved by [Kak10] and [RW11]. But a
non commutative analogue of the “limit theorem” is missing.
17
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